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Roadsafe Direction Plus Diesel Pre-Filter Kits
‘YOUR FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE’
Roadsafe are pleased to announce the addition of the quality ‘DIRECTION PLUS’ Diesel Pre-Filters
to its 4WD product lineup.
It is easy to think that fuel contamination is something that happens “in the bush”. NOT TRUE! Did
you know that 72% of all Diesel Fuel Injection System failures are caused by water and fuel lubricity
problems? Brought on in many cases by water fuel emulsification. It is in fact true that you can pick
up water contaminated fuel all over Australia – outback, country or city. This can occur from simply
filling up with fuel at the local petrol station. It does not matter how many precautions are taken to
transport diesel fuel to various depots, water has the ability to enter storage tanks and ultimately
your fuel system.
The same applies for industrial power (generators). As generators often sit stationery in the one
place for long periods of time, water condensation will eventually enter the fuel tank and mix with
diesel if not properly stored.
Direction Plus™ strives to ensure that owners of passenger vehicles have the ability to protect their
diesel fuel system through Direction Plus™ Diesel Fuel Pre-Filter kits. The Direction Plus ™ Pre-Filter
kits are your first line of defence for your diesel fuel injection system.
The Direction Plus Fuel Pre-Filter kits distributed by Roadsafe 4WD are supplied as a complete kit,
the comprehensive kits include...










Filter assembly (including water bowl)
Vehicle specific laser cut stainless steel mounting bracket
30 Micron element
Spare filter element
All hoses required to install
Nuts, bolt, washers & clamps
Installation instructions
LED water sensor – (optional)
Hand primer – (optional)

Installing a Direction Plus™ Pre-Filter kit between the fuel tank and the O.E.M fuel filter will remove
the majority of water and particle contamination. This leaves the O.E.M fuel filter to do the final and
finer filtration. This ensures you are maximising the protection of your diesel fuel system. Designed
specifically to cope with our extreme weather conditions and poor fuel quality, they are the perfect
choice for drivers in Australia and New Zealand.

From the humidity of Northern Queensland to the dry cool climate of South Australia and all the way
down to frosty Invercargill in New Zealand, the Direction Plus ™ Diesel Fuel Pre-Filter kit will remove
water and other contaminants from our Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (ULSD).
ULSD is more susceptible to water emulsification, that is water molecules suspended in diesel which
is harder to remove than in traditional diesel fuel. This is why old technology like sedimenters work
relatively well removing whole water, but struggle with emulsified water, the contaminant you can’t
see.
The base of the Direction Plus ™ element has a clear water drainage bowl to collect any containment
and allow you to inspect at any time.
This system includes the no filter bypass technology – contaminated fuel will not be sent to the fuel
system even when the filter element is blocked.
These secondary pre-filter kits will not void factory warranty as they are fitted before the factory
filter on the other side of the engine, and they will not cause a restriction to the system being 30
micron, but will remove any water content from your fuel.
Whilst the smallest amount of water in your fuel may not cause immediate damage to your engine,
it will be detrimental over a period of time. The Direction Plus ™ Pre-Filter kit works to assist in the
reduction of wear and tear costs that can easily get into the thousands of dollars in new age diesel
technology - a set of 4 injectors can be a few thousand not including the labour to install and code
them to your vehicles ECU.
For the ultimate front line defence against water and particle contamination, investing in a Direction
Plus™ Diesel Fuel Pre-Filter Kit will protect your investment 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Roadsafe 4WD offer a high quality, affordable range of components specifically for the 4WD market.
Roadsafe have been supplying passenger vehicle chassis components in Australia for over 30 years,
and have a very strong reputation in the Australian Automotive Aftermarket.
Roadsafe offer Australia’s largest front end range, with new product constantly in development. As
a testament to quality and supply ability, Roadsafe supply to many of the leading distributers in the
industry.
The DIRECTION PLUS Diesel Pre-Filters will make a great addition to the Roadsafe 4WD product
lineup of associated quality components.
For additional information please contact Roadsafe 4WD on VIC 1300 651 551 or QLD 1300 559 086

